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ABSTRACT Chemical doping is one of the most suitable ways of tuning the electronic properties

of graphene and a promising candidate for a band gap opening. In this work we report a reliable and
tunable method for preparation of high-quality boron and nitrogen co-doped graphene on silicon
carbide substrate. We combine experimental (dAFM, STM, XPS, NEXAFS) and theoretical (total energy
DFT and simulated STM) studies to analyze the structural, chemical, and electronic properties of the
single-atom substitutional dopants in graphene. We show that chemical identiﬁcation of boron and
nitrogen substitutional defects can be achieved in the STM channel due to the quantum interference
eﬀect, arising due to the speciﬁc electronic structure of nitrogen dopant sites. Chemical reactivity of
single boron and nitrogen dopants is analyzed using force distance spectroscopy by means of dAFM.
KEYWORDS: graphene . doping . boron . nitrogen . chemical reactivity

C

hemical doping is among the most
promising routes of tuning graphene's carrier densities for applications in nanoelectronics.1 5 Boron (B) and
nitrogen (N) atoms are the most suitable
candidates for direct incorporation into the
graphene honeycomb lattice, which result
in an eﬀective p- and n-doping, respectively.6
Recent experimental and theoretical investigations discovered the possibility of band
gap engineering by low-concentration
BN-doping of graphene,7 9 thus overcoming one of the major obstacles on the way
toward applications in electronic devices.
For graphene epitaxially grown on metallic
substrates, doping is achieved by a standard
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method.10
The dopant concentration can be controlled
by adding gaseous precursors that contain
the dopant during graphene growth.11 15
This method was applied for preparation of
BN-co-doped graphene as well.7,16 A similar
strategy has also been successful for N-doping of graphene grown on SiC substrates, by
exposing the substrate to N2 gas during the
growth procedure.17 An alternative doping
method by ion implantation, which allows a
better concentration control and purity of
TELYCHKO ET AL.

N-doping, was recently demonstrated.18 24
On the other hand, a tunable B-doping or
BN-co-doping of graphene on SiC has not
been reported yet.
Here we report a procedure allowing the
preparation of a stable B-doped and BN-codoped single and bilayer graphene, epitaxially grown on the Si-face 6H-SiC(0001) substrate. Our technique yields B and N atoms
substitutionary incorporated into the lattice,
in the sp2 electronic conﬁguration. To investigate structural, chemical, and electronic
properties of the B and N dopants in this
system, we applied complementary experimental techniques. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was employed to study the
doping process and structural and electronic
properties of individual dopants, while simultaneous dynamical atomic force microscopy
(dAFM) provided measurements of shortrange interactions with individual atoms.
X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and
near-edge X-ray absorption ﬁne structure
spectroscopy (NEXAFS) provided additional
information about the chemical environment
of dopants in the graphene lattice. Results are
supported by total energy density functional
theory (DFT) and STM simulations.
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the preparation procedure of B-doped graphene on the SiC(0001) substrate. Gray, light brown, and
red colors correspond to C, Si, and B atoms, respectively. (b) Large-scale STM image ( 0.98 V, 0.2 nA, 60  60 nm2) showing
the presence of dopants in single- (SLG) and bilayer graphene (BLG) prepared following the procedure. (c) Magniﬁed region of
the B-doped SLG ( 1.0 V, 0.2 nA, 25  25 nm2). (d) Occupied and (e) empty state STM images ( 0.5 and 0.5 V, 0.15 nA, 20 
20 nm2) of the B-doped BLG on 6H-SiC(0001). Red and blue triangles denote B dopants in the two inequivalent graphene
sublattices.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows a scheme of the growth method
that we applied to achieve the B-doping. First, the bare
SiC(0001) substrate is cleaned via a Si ﬂux and enriched
with B atoms, which are deposited on the annealed
sample. Boron atoms are introduced either by an e-beam
evaporation or along with the Si ﬂux from a heavily
B-doped Si evaporation source during the growing process. Subsequent annealing above 1050 C causes Si
depletion and formation of the buﬀer layer with incorporated B atoms. Annealing of the sample further above
1200 C leads to Si loss from the upper surface layers, thus
transforming the buﬀer layer into the B-doped singleand bilayer graphene (SLG and BLG, respectively).
TELYCHKO ET AL.

Figure 1b presents an STM overview image of the
B-doped graphene grown on 6H-SiC(0001). A 40-nmwide band of SLG is located between two BLG domains. Both SLG and BLG regions appear decorated
with atomic-scale implants. We show a zoom-in on the
SLG region in Figure 1c, which reveals randomly
distributed single dopants and the typical modulation
characteristic for the SLG grown on a SiC substrate.6,25
The dopants are well separated from each other, and
their prevalent locations are in the elevated areas of
the modulation. The images in Figure 1d,e show the
BLG region presenting a smaller corrugation due to a
better decoupling from the substrate. This allows recognition of the dopants in two diﬀerent orientations,
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Figure 2. Absorption spectrum for the B K-edge, measured
as B-KLL Auger electron yield. The inset shows the corresponding B 1s core level photoemission peaks. Blue and red
curves correspond to grazing incidence (GI) and normal
incidence (NI) geometries, respectively.

corresponding to the A and B sublattices of the
graphene honeycomb structure.26 The ratio between
dopants in both sublattices is roughly 1:1. Comparison
of the BLG images taken with negative and positive
voltages on the tip (ﬁlled and empty states, Figure 1d
and e, respectively) reveals a dark halo around the
dopants in the empty states image. Noteworthy, the
characteristic STM contrast of the dopants resembles
that reported recently on the B-doped graphene
grown by the CVD method on the Cu substrate.14
The overall dopant concentration on SLG and BLG in
this particular experiment was below 0.1% of the
atoms forming the topmost graphene layer.
To corroborate the incorporation of the B into the
graphene lattice and to determine its electronic conﬁguration, we performed NEXAFS measurements. The
absorption spectra for the B K-edge, measured as B-KLL
Auger electron yield, are shown in Figure 2 for two geometries. The grazing incidence (GI) spectrum exhibits a
sharp resonance at the photon energy of 190.1 eV. It is
a clear signature of B electrons being a part of the
graphene π system, similar to that observed previously
for N dopants.20 On the other hand, the normal incidence (NI) geometry yield does not present any strong
dependence on the photon energy.
The spectra in both geometries support the interpretation that the surface contains a signiﬁcant
amount of B atoms hybridized with their C neighbors
into the sp2 conﬁguration.
B is also detected in the core level spectrum (see
inset of Figure 2). Here, two main components can be
identiﬁed, at 190.6 and 188.2 eV. The appearance of
more than one component suggests that B atoms are
present on the surface in various bonding conﬁgurations. We assign the higher binding energy peak to the
sp2-hybridized B in the graphene and the lower binding energy peak to the B in the bulk.
The substitutional B dopants are remarkably stable
in ambient conditions. No signiﬁcant variations in
the concentration or structure were observed after
TELYCHKO ET AL.

Figure 3. (a) Scheme of BN co-doping: N ion implantation
into the previously B-doped sample and thermal stabilization. (b) Constant-current STM image showing presence of
N and B dopants in the graphene lattice (U = 0.7 mV; I =
0.15 nA; 20  20 nm2). The inset shows a zoomed-in area
with a detail of N and B single-atom dopants and a simulated STM image for comparison.

exposing the samples to air for extended periods of
time (more than 10 days). Annealing of the sample up
to 800 C under a 10 5 mbar CO and O2 atmosphere
did not induce any changes to graphene nor to the B
dopants. Only after repeated annealing to temperatures above 1000 C in ultrahigh vacuum (several hours
in total) did we observe a reduction of the dopant
concentration, in both STM and XPS measurements.
Such an eﬀect may be caused by diﬀusion of the B
dopants deeper into the SiC bulk.
To explore the possibility of a BN co-doping and to
compare the electronic properties of individual B and N
dopants, we used the N implantation method known
from previous works.18,20 With this method, doping
levels of both B and N atoms are adjustable. In the low
concentration regime, we prepared ﬁrst the B-doped
graphene/SiC(0001) sample with a desired B dopant
density by the previously described method. The
sample was then exposed to N-ion ﬂux and stabilized
by annealing.20 The graphical scheme in Figure 3a
summarizes the procedure. The precise control over
the N-doping concentration can be attained by changing the ﬂux density and duration of the ion irradiation.
For the B-doping control, the crucial factor is the
amount of B deposited on the sample surface before
the graphene growth (see Supporting Information).
In Figure 3b we show an atomically resolved STM
scan of the surface after such treatment. Single-atom N
dopants appear as triangular-shaped objects with
pronounced depressions in the middle, whereas the
B dopants possess a maximum intensity in the center.
The observed STM contrast of N dopants agrees well
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Figure 4. Representation of the 3D maps of tunneling current for (a) N dopant ( 100 mV, 1.8  1.8  0.15 nm3, Iset = 1 nA) and
(b) B dopant ( 150 mV, 1.8  1.8  0.15 nm3, Iset = 1 nA). The 3D maps are normalized for each height step. (c and d) Selected
slices from the 3D map, taken above the N and B dopant, respectively, compared with the STM simulations generated using a
carbon tip for the corresponding tip sample distance range.

with previous atomically resolved STM studies reporting a suppression of the tunneling current over the N
site.13,18,20 Previously we attributed this characteristic
dip above N to the destructive interference eﬀect.20 In
the case of the B-substitutional dopants, the absence
of this eﬀect allows an accurate chemical discrimination between the N and B species using the STM
images. We should note that STM images of doped
samples with diﬀerent concentration contain only a
negligible amount of other than substitutional defects
(see discussion in the Supporting Information).
To gain more insight into the local chemical and
electronic properties of B and N substitutional defects,
we performed simultaneous dAFM/STM measurements at low temperature. We acquired 3D constantheight dAFM/STM maps over N and B dopants. The full
sets consisted of images taken with 10 pm height
increments, thus creating full 3D maps of the tunneling
current (Figure 4a,b) and the frequency shift (not
shown). The 3D scans for N and B dopants were taken
during diﬀerent experimental sessions; that is, the tip
apex was not the same.
Figure 4a,b displays a 3D representation of normalized site-dependent tunneling current I(z) as a function
of the tip position over the N and B dopant, respectively. Corresponding constant-height STM images
taken in selected tip sample distances are shown in
Figure 4c,d. We can clearly see suppression of the
tunneling current over the N atom in the close
tip sample distance, while the maximum of the tunneling current signal is detected over the three nearest
neighbor C atoms. In the case of the B-site, the
TELYCHKO ET AL.

maximum tunneling is always detected over the B
dopant independently of the tip sample distance.
Such characteristic behavior of the atomic contrasts
observed above the N and B dopants is robust, and it
was repeatedly observed during several experimental
sessions.
For better clarity, we also plot the variation of the
tunneling current I(z) over several distinct atomic
positions on and around the N dopant site as shown
in Figure 5a. The reference measurements on graphene, including ﬁrst- and third-neighbor C-sites, follow a
nearly ideal exponential decay, with the exception of
the very close distances. In the close distances the
exponential growth is slightly suppressed, likely due to
the onset of multiple-scattering eﬀects.27
On the other hand, the N-site curve deviates signiﬁcantly from the exponential dependence, becoming almost ﬂat in the tip sample proximity. The
crossing of the curves pertaining to the neighboring
sites marks the onset of the destructive interference
eﬀect,20 followed by the inversion of contrast. In the
case of B dopant (Figure 5b), the decays extracted over
the B-site and its neighborhood are not deviating
much from the ideal exponential decay with the
tunneling current of each curve. Here, any strong
inﬂuence of the interference eﬀect can be excluded.
This substantial diﬀerence between N and B dopant
allows unambiguous chemical identiﬁcation of the
dopants in STM images.
We carried out constant-height STM simulations of B
and N defects at selected distances using a carbon tip
model; see Figure 4. The calculated STM images mimic
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Figure 5. Experimental I(z) and F(z) spectroscopies taken at diﬀerent positions over N dopant (a and c) and B dopant (b and d),
with the insets denoting the measuremet sites. (e) Plot of the electronic state near the Fermi level for N dopant, showing the
nodal structure in between N and the nearest C. (f) Plot of the electronic state near the Fermi level for B dopant.

very well not only the atomic contrast at given distance
but also its variation with gradual change of the
tip sample distance. In the case of B dopant STM
images can be interpreted in terms of surface local
density of states. However, the atomic contrast observed for N dopant shows much more peculiar behavior, which cannot be explained only in terms of local
density of states. Next, we will demonstrate that such
an eﬀect is driven by the quantum interference eﬀect
between diﬀerent transport channels between the tip
and sample.20
The excellent agreement between experimental
evidence and calculated STM images together with
the fact that the atomic contrast over B and N dopants
is independent of tip apex indicates that the origin
of the diﬀerent atomic contrast is related to surface
electronic structure. Thus, we analyzed the character of
the electronic structure of B- and N-doped graphene
relevant to the tunneling process near the Fermi level.
Figure 5e and f represent the real space distribution of
the electronic wave functions localized around the N
and B dopants. We identify these two localized electronic states as signiﬁcantly contributing to the tunneling current at low bias voltages. The most striking
feature is that the wave function localized on the N-site
has antibonding character with a characteristic node in
between the central N atom and its nearest neighbor C
atoms. The other way around, the B-site has bonding
character with the same sign as its nearest neighbor C
atoms. The presence of the node is the crucial factor
giving rise to the destructive interference eﬀect on
the tunneling current above the N dopant site.20 In
particular, it causes the opposite signs of amplitudes,
TELYCHKO ET AL.

corresponding to transport eigenchannels passing
from tip apex to N atom or the nearest neighbor C
atoms, respectively. Consequently, this results in the
suppression of the tunneling current observed over
the N dopant.
The dAFM technique senses diﬀerent kinds of longand short-range forces simultaneously, acting between
the tip and sample. Short-range forces appearing only
in z-distances of a few angstroms are typically related
to a local electrostatic or chemical interaction between
the tip apex and surface atoms. In other words, the
short-range forces acquired over diﬀerent sites provide
information about local chemical reactivity on diﬀerent
surface sites.28,29 Therefore, 3D maps of the shortrange force can provide further understanding of local
chemical reactivity of doped graphene and the potential of the dopants as anchoring sites for graphene
functionalization with organic molecules.30 32
Here we employ a 3D set of dAFM measurements to
analyze the local interaction over B and N dopants. The
measurements were done with two diﬀerent tips with
unknown chemical composition of the apex. Thus, we
cannot compare directly the local interaction between
B- and N-sites. Instead, we can compare variation of the
short-range interaction with respect to pristine graphene. The short-range atomic forces extracted from the
3D map of the dAFM signal, obtained simultaneously
with the tunneling current, are plotted for the same
sites as the current in Figure 5d,e.
It is well known that pristine graphene shows a low
chemical reactivity. Indeed we detected relatively small
maximum attractive short-range forces, in the range of a
few tenths of a nanonewton, over graphene during both
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CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated a controlled B-doping and B,N-codoping of graphene grown on the SiC(0001) substrate.
At the concentrations explored in this study, B and N
dopants were found in the prevailing form of the

METHODS
The basic sample characterization microscopy was performed using an ultra-high-vacuum STM instrument, operating
at room temperature, and the XPS and NEXAFS were measured
at the Materials Science Beamline at Elettra synchrotron.
The samples were 4.0  10.0  0.3 mm3 stripes of n-type Si
terminated 6H-SiC(0001). We mounted them into Mo sample
holders designed for an in situ direct current heating. Single and
bilayer B-doped graphene was grown using a scheme derived
from the methodologies that were described elsewhere.6,33,34
Annealing of the samples at temperatures of ∼850 C under Si
ﬂux is crucial for eﬃcient native oxide removal from the surface
and increasing the size of atomic terraces. As an atomic source
of Si and also B atoms, we used a heavily B-doped Si wafer
(0.01 Ω  cm), annealed by direct current to 1200 C. The high
amount of B in the Si wafer allowed deposition of B atoms on
the sample along with the ﬂux of Si. For the XPS and the
NEXAFS measurements the B concentration on the sample has
been further increased by depositing pure B from an e-beamheated B-ﬁlled graphite crucible, to surpass the detection limit
of the instrument and to control the B concentration. The
N-doping was achieved by ion implantation using a standard
ion gun and subsequent annealing of the sample to 1100 C.
Details of the N-doping procedure are described in our previous work.20

TELYCHKO ET AL.

single-atom substitutional positions. The photoelectron
spectroscopy techniques proved the incorporation of
the B dopants into the graphene lattice, but also suggest
a diﬀusion of B atoms to the subsurface region. Our twostep methodology for single B-doping and BN-codoping might open new perspectives in graphene/
SiC-based electronics. By using a suitable masking
technique for the doping process, control of dopant
distribution can be achieved. In principle, a nanoscopic
p n junction device consisting of only single B and N
dopants in graphene could be manufactured using the
methodology introduced here.
We performed simultaneous dAFM/STM 3D mapping of the B and N dopants. Detailed analysis of the
tunneling current variation over the two diﬀerent
dopants supported by the theoretical calculations
allowed us to attribute the characteristic tunneling
current dip over the N-site to the quantum interference
eﬀect. On the B-sites, this eﬀect was completely missing. This striking diﬀerence in the atomic contrast
allows reliable chemical identiﬁcation of N and B
dopants in STM images. The origin of the quantum
interference is related to an antibonding character of
the wave function localized on the N dopant, which has
a characteristic node between the central N atom and
its nearest neighbor C atoms.
In addition, we analyzed local chemical properties of
B- and N-sites. We found distinct interaction of the
probe and the N,B dopants and graphene, which is
mainly caused by local electrostatic interaction due to
charge transfer from/to the dopant, respectively. The
presence of the weak electrostatic force can play a
signiﬁcant role in graphene functionalization using
polar molecules.

ARTICLE

measurements; see yellow lines in Figure 5c,d. This
indicates that the interaction between the tip apex
and surface carbon atoms is governed by a weak
electrostatic interaction, rather than by formation of a
true chemical bond. Similarly, we found relatively weak,
but diﬀerent maximum attractive short-range forces
over N- and B-sites. Since the previous ﬁndings corroborated that the dopants reside in the plane with
graphene, the magnitudes of the maximum forces point
toward their distinct local reactivity rather than a topographic eﬀect. In the case of the N-site the maximum
interaction is about 0.1 nN larger than over pristine
graphene. In the case of the B dopant, we detect a
smaller maximum attractive force by 0.05 nN than on
pristine graphene. In both cases, we observe that the
maximum attractive force over the nearest neighbor C
atom is very similar to the dopant site in the vicinity. This
indicates that the short-range interaction is mostly
caused by the charge transfer between the dopant and
surrounding C atoms. This is not unexpected, because
the B and N atoms act as donor and acceptor centers in
graphene. Indeed, the presence of charge transfer is also
supported by STS spectroscopy taken in the neighborhood of the B-site and pristine graphene (see Supporting
Information). Nevertheless, the altered local electrostatic
properties might play an important role in the interaction
pathways of any polar molecules depending on their
internal electrostatic charge distribution.30

For the simultaneous STM/dAFM measurements on the
individual dopants and the 3D mapping, the samples were
transferred into a Joule-Thomson cryostat scanning probe
microscope, operating at 1.2 K. All maps have been taken at
constant-height regime, and the residual drift was corrected by
postprocessing. For the purposes of visualization, the 3D maps
have been normalized for each tip sample distance separately.
The frequency shift curves were converted to short-range
force by using the Sader formula and subtracting the longrange contribution.35 The long-range force has been estimated
for the individual dopant measurements by ﬁtting the tails
of curves taken above graphene with an inverse square
dependence.
We used 8  8 and 18  18 supercells of a free-standing
single-layer graphene to simulate the B-doping and BN-codoping of graphene with the DFT method. The equilibrium
positions of atoms were found using a local orbital Fireball DFT
code36,37 based on an optimized pseudoatomic spd orbital
basis set.38 A very similar optimized structure was also reached
with the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP),39 and a
plane-wave ab initio code using Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials40 was used. The plane-wave cutoﬀ was set to 348 eV.
The exchange correlation functional was approximated with
the PW91 variant of the generalized gradient approximation.41
The Brillouin zone corresponding to the supercell was sampled
with 6  6 k-points.
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